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From the Audrey to the Paris, the Top Down, or the Easy Breezy, there are 50 scarf styles in this

book for any occasion or mood. Jaunty illustrations break down each step so stylistas can wrap,

loop, and get out the door looking perfectly polished. Teens, young professionals, and moms alike

will love playing around with the looks, including unexpected belts, sarongs, and topknots. Vibrantly

illustrated and packaged as a compact hardcover, 50 Ways to Wear a Scarf begs to be gifted with a

scarf and displayed on a dresser, plus it's small enough to take scarf shopping. TrÃ¨s chic!
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I purchased this book for my mother, an avid scarf wearer. When I received the book, it was packed

with such great ideas and so many pretty drawings, I knew I'd have to order a second copy for

myself. Love, love, love this book!

This is a Beautiful Book!! It is unique in that every illustration is hand drawn by the author! Lauren

brings to the readerwonderful ideas that anyone can perform, following her instructions! I love, love,

love this book and have also given it as a gift to many of my friends!!!

I bought this as a gift, but looked through it first. I chose this particular book because it seemed far

more current than many of the others offered from the 70's and 80's! I was pleased with my

purchase.



This book is fun to read, even if you don't wear scarves! Love the ideas, the illustrations and the

writing. Great gift idea!

This book makes a lovely coffee table book in addition to an informative how-to with its gorgeous

illustrations and clever musings. I highly recommend this book for yourself and as a gift!!

50 WAYS TO WEAR A SCARF is a fantastic book! I received it as a gift (with a new scarf) and I

love it. There are so many scarf styles I had never seen before, and the illustrations are absolutely

stunning. I'm planning to buy a few copies so I can gift the book + scarf combination to my friends.

The perfect gift!

I'm basing the ratings on the great neck scarf ideas. I wanted to be fair, but I bought the book based

on the negative review that the book had too many head scarf ideas. I was very dissapointed that

this was not the case. Was this based on another book? The case is actually reversed. There are

very few head scarf ideas. I don't wear scarves around my neck, but do wear head scarves. It

makes me wonder if the reviews are really accurate. I do have to admit that I generally scan the

reviews and look for negative ones because they tell me more in some cases about whether or not

the book is something I want to read. Not in this case Ã°ÂŸÂ™Âƒ

Never be insecure about wearing a scarf again; this book details ways to wear scarves of all kinds,

with many wardrobe items in ways I'd never experienced. I am pleased with the book and am using

it along with my 13 and 15 yr old granddaughters. Great find.
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